
Relax and Enjoy Real Value



“We are simply thrilled 
with our hot tub. It truly 
has changed us and for 

the better. The tub itself is 
beautiful; well built, classy, 

and easy to manage.” 
- Relay® owner



Why Now?
Because you’re ready….

… to sit back and relax while a hot water massage releases tension from your muscles. 

… to enjoy some fresh air and a little more time outside. 

… to catch up with the people closest to you, free from the distractions of a typical day.  

While the demands of daily life can feel relentless at times, you know it’s important to stop and take some time for yourself once in a while. 
Now, it’s your time.

Why Hot Spot®?
A Hot Spot spa is the perfect blend of affordability and quality. It’s built by the makers of Hot Spring® spas, the world’s number-one-selling hot tub brand 
and the industry leader for nearly four decades. Hot Spot spas are designed to provide you with the same excellent customer experience 
that Hot Spring is known for – at a value price. 

By choosing Hot Spot, you get a reliable, quality spa with special features that you will enjoy for years to come. We understand what you need in a 
hot tub, because we’re passionate hot tubbers ourselves. We know firsthand how spending time in a spa every day can rejuvenate your mind, body, and soul.  
Craftsmanship and long-term reliability, paired with daily enjoyment at a great price. That’s the definition of value. That’s a Hot Spot spa.

Your Time Has Come

Average Hot Spot spa rating 4.4 out of 5.  Learn more at HotSpring.com/reviews
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“Holy cow it’s AWESOME! 
On top of my back relief 

I also have, much needed, 
improved circulation AND 

much better sleep.” 
– Rhythm® owner
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Get More Out of Getting In
The Hydromassage Experience
Spa shoppers are searching for ways to reduce stress in their lives and soothe tired, sore muscles. 
What they find is not just physical relief, but mental reprieve as well – a way to slow down. They feel 
relaxed and unburdened in the warm water – free to reflect privately on the things that matter most, 
or enjoy meaningful togetherness with those closest to them.

How does all this magic happen? The spa’s blend of hot water and massage creates a hydrotherapy experience that raises body temperature 
and increases circulation. Many dedicated hot tub users say the massage helps relax muscles and reduce stress, while the warm water increases 
flexibility and relieves pressure on joints. 

Hot Spot® Gets Right to the Point
To create the optimum spa experience, Hot Spot spas offer just the right number of jets, configured to relieve the 

tension in your back, neck, shoulders, calves, and feet and leave you feeling relaxed and refreshed. 

The small directional Precision® jets pinpoint specific muscles to provide relief precisely where 
you need it, while bigger jets offer a broad massage great for larger muscles. You can adjust 
the strength of these jets to create a truly customized massage. 
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Water Care Made Easy
When it comes to water care we 
offer a variety of solutions to 
fit your needs. Each system is 
designed to work with our easy-
to-clean filter and low-speed filter 
cycles to keep your water crystal 
clear and always ready.

In-Line Sanitizing System
The FROG® @ease® In-Line 
Sanitizing System automatically 
dispenses SmartChlor® chlorine 
and minerals for carefree water 
care. It self-regulates based on 
the water’s sanitization needs, 
maintaining a consistent level
of protection. @ease creates 
softer feeling water that’s virtually 
free of chemical odors since the 
system works with up to 75%
less chlorine.* 

Simply set the dial on the prefilled 
cartridges and insert them into 
the convenient in-line holder. 
SmartChlor cartridges last up to 
four weeks; mineral cartridges 
last up to four months; shocking
is reduced to once a month. 
Available in the U.S. only.

Combine the FROG @ease 
cartridges with the optional 
FreshWater® III ozone system for 
the most effective water care on 
Hot Spot spas. 

FreshWater®

High-Output Ozone
For brilliantly clear, odor-free 
spa water with minimal chlorine, 
this easy system is ideal. The 
FreshWater III corona discharge 
ozone system neutralizes 
contaminants on contact by 
continuously injecting millions of 
tiny, concentrated ozone bubbles 
into the water. Combine this with 
our FreshWater Ag+

® continuous 
silver ion purifier to inhibit 
bacteria growth, and add a dose 
of FreshWater MPS chlorine-free 
oxidizer after each use. 

These simple steps are all it takes 
to enjoy safely sanitized spa water 
with less need for chemicals.

Traditional Chlorine
For those who prefer a more 
traditional water care approach, 
we offer a complete line of 
FreshWater products, such 
as concentrated Chlorinating 
Granules, MPS Oxidizer, pH Up, 
pH Down and 5-Way Test Strips 
for a complete maintenance 
program designed especially for 
use in your Hot Spot® spa. 

* Compared to the minimum ANSI 

recommended chlorine level of 

2.0 ppm in a hot tub.
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Water Care 
Enhancements
Whatever water care option you 
choose, these two innovations 
will enhance the quality and feel 
of your spa water:

The Vanishing Act® Calcium 
Remover is designed for 
customers with hard water since 
it removes calcium particles from 
spa water, for a softer and silkier 
feel. This also helps protect hot 
tub components from hard-water 
damage.

The Clean Screen® Pre-Filter 
removes organic contaminants, 
metals, and tannins from your fill 
water in areas known to have high 
metal or mineral content. 

 “We are definitely using 
less chemicals than with 

our old spa, and the water 
is sparkling every day.”

– Relay® owner
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Saving Energy Means Energy Savings 
Many spa shoppers think that 
choosing a hot tub with great 
features at a value price means 
sacrificing energy efficiency. With 
Hot Spot® you can have it all. 
Enjoy a fully featured Hot Spot 
spa and still take advantage of 
low operating costs that add up 
to savings, month after month. 
 
It Starts Inside
All Hot Spot spas use FiberCor® 
insulation, which fills the cabinet 

completely 
for high 
energy 
efficiency.

Loose, wool-like FiberCor fibers 
fill the spa cabinet to fully 
insulate the spa. FiberCor is 
applied at a 2 lb. density level, 
four times more dense than the 
typical 1/2 lb. foam used by most 
brands. It’s also recyclable and 
environmentally responsible. 

Wavemaster® 
Jet Pumps
Powerful and reliable, the 
Wavemaster jet pump provides 
optimum hydromassage and 
cost-efficient operation. 

No-Fault® Heater
Our proven, high-quality No-Fault 
heater is designed to maximize 
heat transfer, keeping the water 
temperature high and your 
electric bill low. With a consistent 
water temperature, you can enjoy 
a relaxing soak anytime. The 
heater is backed by our exclusive 
No-Fault warranty, which has 
no exclusions, even for water 
chemistry.
 

Topping It Off
Our insulating cover features 
a dense foam core with a high 
insulating R-factor, and it is 
designed specifically for your Hot 
Spot spa to ensure a tight, custom 
fit.  Plus, an energy-saving hinge 
seal prevents heat from escaping 
through the center of the spa 
cover. 

All Hot Spot spas are certified to 
APSP-14, the national efficiency 
guideline for hot tubs, as well as 
to the stringent guidelines set by 
the California Energy Commission 
(CEC), the highest standard in the 
country.
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“We enjoy the tub  
anytime day or night, in 

any weather, rain, snow, or 
shine. The quality, ease of 
care, and low energy cost 

makes this hot tub a 
game-changer.”

– Relay® owner
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To Truly Relax, Choose a 
Company You Can Trust
Getting peace of mind from a spa requires more than hot water and a good long soak. You also need assurance that the spa you’ve purchased is  
backed by a company known for quality and performance. 

Because Hot Spot® spas are designed and built by the maker of Hot Spring® spas, the global hot tub leader, you can expect the very best in  
reliability and customer satisfaction.

With Hot Spring dealer locations across North America, you can count on an experienced, professional Hot Spring retailer for  
local service and support. They are committed to providing you with an excellent experience before, during, and after the sale. 
Plus, every Hot Spot spa is backed by our industry-leading limited warranty. Read full warranty at hotspring.com/hot-tub-owners/hot-tub-warranty/hotspot

For you, this all translates to a worry-free experience, so you can focus on enjoying the benefits of your Hot Spot spa. 
That’s what we call The Absolute Best Hot Tub Ownership Experience®.

Don’t take our word for it! Read what Hot Spot owners have to say here and at HotSpring.com/reviews.

“The tub is beautiful; well built, 
and easy to manage. Customer 
Service before, during and after 

the process has been outstanding. 
I love my hot tub and consider it 

to be one of the smarter decisions 
I have made in a very long time.” 

– Relay® owner

 “One of the best investments 
we have made in quite some 
time. For any couple looking 
to spend some quality time 

together we highly recommend 
the TX model.” 

– TX owner

“Our local dealer was great and 
knowledgeable. They helped us 
pick the right spa for our needs 
and budget. This spa is great for 
relaxation and socializing and is 
therapeutic for aching muscles. 

– Rhythm® owner
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“The quality and 
features for the price 

couldn’t be beat. 
A tremendous value!” 

– Tempo® owner
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“Best addition 
to our family 

since the kids!!!” 
– Rhythm owner
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How you accessorize your spa is up to you. But you’ll get more out of 
your spa when you use what we call, Necessories®, which are specifically 
designed for your Hot Spot spa. Don’t compromise your investment or 
your warranty - insist on genuine Hot Spring Necessories.

Wireless Audio System
The Tempo®, Rhythm®, and 
Relay® models are available with 
integrated speakers so you can 
add music to your spa experience. 
Our wireless sound system with 
Bluetooth® technology allows you 
to stream music live or from 
your playlist through your 
Bluetooth enabled device.

Cover Lifters
A cover lifter proves its worth every time you use your spa by making 
it quick and easy to uncover the spa and start soaking. Our patented 
designs help reduce wear on your cover and extend its life. We offer four 
options, one to suit every spa and space requirement.

CoverCradle®– Dual pneumatic gas springs in our top-of-the-line lifter 
make cover removal a breeze. It features a low-profile design and an 
ultra-smooth gliding mechanism. Requires minimum 24” clearance.

CoverCradle II – Similar to the CoverCradle, this lifter uses a single 
pneumatic gas spring for smooth operation. Requires minimum              
24” clearance.

Accessories

UpRite® – This system lifts the cover up over the spa bar top and is ideal 
for limited clearance applications such as decks and gazebos. Requires 
minimum 7” clearance.

Lift ‘n Glide® – This economical cover lifter makes it easy to lift and 
remove your cover. Requires minimum 14” clearance.

Steps
Easily enter and exit with a step designed for your Hot Spot® spa.

Everwood® Step – A sturdy, low-maintenance step made from the same 
rigid polymers as the Hot Spot cabinet. Available in Coastal Gray, Espresso, 
and Teak.

Polymer Step – Economical, durable, and lightweight. Available in Coastal 
Gray, Espresso, and Teak.

Looking for more? Other Hot Spot Necessories include our Spa Side Umbrella, 
Towel Tree, Hand Rail, and more. Visit HotSpring.com/accessories for details.

CoverCradle II UpRite Lift ‘n Glide
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Tempo®, Rhythm®, and Relay®

Full-Size and Fully Featured
Our Tempo, Rhythm, and Relay 
models are designed with a full 
complement of features and 
enough space to accommodate 
six to seven adults. These 
beautiful and comfortable 
spas are built to enhance your 
experience with ergonomic 
seating, cushioned pillows, 
attractive jet recesses, and 
sculpted footwells. Packed with 
features, all three models include 
two jet pumps and up to 45 jets 
to provide a satisfying massage. 
 

Points of Light
Create nearly any mood with 10 
multi-colored LED points of light 
in six colors. Four lights brighten 
the footwell while six others 
above the waterline reflect off 
the surface and sparkle as the 
water moves. Display a single 
color or a revolving display. A 
three-step dimmer controls the 
light intensity. 

Soothing Sounds
The Hot Spot® waterfall feature 
is both attractive and soothing. 
As you relax, you’re treated to 
the meditative sound of gentle, 
cascading water. 

6 Adults
7’5” x 7’5” x 39”H
45 Jets

T E M P O

7 Adults
7’ x 7’ x 36.75”H
35 Jets

R H Y T H M

6 Adults
7’ x 7’ x 36.75”H
35 Jets

R E L AY

Light your hot tub with a single color  
or a revolving display. 
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Tempo®, Rhythm®, and Relay®

Full-Size and Fully Featured

“We purchased the 
Rhythm and it has been 
incredible! It is amazing 
how good you feel after a 

session in the spa.” 
– Rhythm® owner
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TEMPO® RHYTHM®

Tempo spa shown with Tuscan Sun shell Rhythm spa shown with Pearl shell 

Tempo spa shown with Tuscan Sun shell, 
Espresso cabinet, and Everwood® step 

Rhythm spa shown with Pearl shell, 
Coastal Gray cabinet, and Polymer step 

Tempo,  
Rhythm,  
and Relay 

Color options
Choose from three cabinet 
colors and four shell colors to 
enhance your outdoor space. 

Customer 
Rating: 4.4

Customer 
Rating: 4.4

Shells

Tuscan 
Sun

Pearl

Cabinets

EspressoCoastal 
Gray

Teak

DesertSterling 
Marble
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RELAY®

Relay spa shown with Pearl shell 

Relay spa shown with Pearl shell, 
Teak cabinet, and Polymer step 

T E M P O ® R H Y T H M ® R E L AY ®

Seating Capacity 6 adults 7 adults 6 adults

Dimensions 7’5” x 7’5” x 39”/2.26m x 2.26m x .99m 7’ x 7’ x 36.75” /2.13m x 2.13m x .93m 7’ x 7’ x 36.75”/2.13m x 2.13m x .93m

Water Capacity 415 gallons/1,575 litres 355 gallons /1,350 liters 345 gallons/1,300 litres

Weight 910 lbs./415 kg dry; 5,420 lbs./ 
2,470 kg filled*

835 lbs. /380 kg dry; 5,020 lbs. / 
2,290 kg filled*

835 lbs./380 kg dry; 4,765 lbs. / 
2,160 kg filled*

Lighting 10 multi-color LED points of light, 
dimmable

10 multi-color LED points of light, 
dimmable

10 multi-color LED points of light, 
dimmable

Entertainment  
(Optional) 

Wireless Sound System Wireless Sound System Wireless Sound System

Number of Jets 45 35 35

Jets (all with  
stainless steel trim)

6 Directional Hydromassage jets
4 Rotary Hydromassage jets
35 Directional Precision® jets

5 Directional Hydromassage jets
3 Rotary Hydromassage jets
27 Directional Precision® jets

5 Directional Hydromassage jets
3 Rotary Hydromassage jets
27 Directional Precision® jets

Waterfall Included Included Included

Energy Efficiency FiberCor® Insulation; Certified to the 
APSP 14 National Standard and the 
California Energy Commission

FiberCor® Insulation; Certified to the 
APSP 14 National Standard and the 
California Energy Commission

FiberCor® Insulation; Certified to the 
APSP 14 National Standard and the 
California Energy Commission

Control System IQ 2020® 230v/50 amp, 60 Hz
Includes G.F.C.I. protected sub-panel

IQ 2020® 230v/50 amp, 60 Hz
Includes G.F.C.I. protected sub-panel

IQ 2020® 230v/50 amp, 60 Hz
Includes G.F.C.I. protected sub-panel

Heater No-Fault® 4000w/230v No-Fault® 4000w/230v No-Fault® 4000w/230v

Jet Pump 1 Wavemaster® 9200; Two-speed, 
2.5 HP Continuous Duty, 
5.2 HP Breakdown Torque

Wavemaster® 6200; Two-speed, 
1.5 HP Continuous Duty,
3.2 HP Breakdown Torque

Wavemaster® 6200; Two-speed, 
1.5 HP Continuous Duty,
3.2 HP Breakdown Torque

Jet Pump 2 Wavemaster® 9000; One-speed, 
2.5 HP Continuous Duty, 
5.2 HP Breakdown Torque

Wavemaster® 6000; One-speed, 
1.5 HP Continuous Duty,
3.2 HP Breakdown Torque

Wavemaster® 6000; One-speed, 
1.5 HP Continuous Duty,
3.2 HP Breakdown Torque

Water Care System FROG®  @ ease® In-Line                          
Cartridge Ready

FROG®  @ ease® In-Line                          
Cartridge Ready

FROG®  @ ease® In-Line                          
Cartridge Ready

Ozone System  
(Optional) 

FreshWater® III Corona Discharge FreshWater® III Corona Discharge FreshWater® III Corona Discharge

Effective  
Filtration Area

65 sq. ft., top loading 65 sq. ft., top loading 65 sq. ft., top loading

Vinyl Cover 3.5” to 2.5” tapered, 2 lb. density foam 
core, Ash, Caramel or Chestnut

3.5” to 2.5” tapered, 2 lb. density foam 
core, Ash, Caramel or Chestnut

3.5” to 2.5” tapered, 2 lb. density foam 
core, Ash, Caramel or Chestnut

Cover Lifter  
(Optional) 

CoverCradle®, CoverCradle II, Lift ‘n 
Glide®,  or UpRite®

CoverCradle®, CoverCradle II, Lift ‘n 
Glide®, or UpRite®

CoverCradle®, CoverCradle II, Lift ‘n 
Glide®,  or UpRite®

Steps (Optional) Everwood® or Polymer 
Coastal Gray, Espresso, or Teak

Everwood® or Polymer 
Coastal Gray, Espresso, or Teak

Everwood® or Polymer 
Coastal Gray, Espresso, or Teak

*  Includes water and 6 adults weighing  
175 lbs. each; Export models available in 
240v, 50Hz, 2000w Heater

*  Includes water and 7 adults weighing  
175 lbs. each; Export models available in 
240v, 50Hz, 2000w Heater

*  Includes water and 6 adults weighing  
175 lbs.  each; Export models available in 
240v, 50Hz, 2000w Heater 

Customer 
Rating: 4.5
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“The Moto-Massage is  
the most therapeutic jet you 
could ever ask for! Most tubs 

were too big for my space and 
the TX was a perfect fit for me. 
It’s actually really roomy with 

two people soaking.”
– TX owner
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3 Adults
6’ x 6’ x 33”H
17 Jets

S X

2 Adults
5’8.5” x 5’8.5” x 29”H
10 Jets

T X

SX and TX 
The Right Size for 
The Right Space
Not everyone needs a spa with 40 
jets, two jet pumps, and space for 
six or seven adults. Just because 
you have a smaller family or less 
space doesn’t mean you can’t 
experience all the therapeutic 
benefits of a Hot Spot® spa. Our 
three-person SX and two-person 
TX spas fit the space you have 
and provide the spa experience 
you are looking for.

Exclusive 
Moto-Massage® Jet
Beyond the powerful WaveMaster® 
jet pump, No-Fault® heater, 
and energy-efficient FiberCor® 
insulation, the SX and TX 
models come with the patented 
Hot Spring® Moto-Massage 
moving jet. This exclusive, 
revolutionary jet produces a warm 
stream of water that sweeps up 
and down the length of your back 

for an unparalleled hydromassage 
experience. 

The Right Size for the 
Right Space 
Our TX spa was the first of its 
kind in the industry. With its slim 
profile and unique triangular 
shape, the TX fits through 
standard doorways, goes up 
and down stairs, and navigates 
around corners. Compact enough 
for a second-floor deck, yet 

roomy enough for you to stretch 
out and relax, the SX and TX 
models are ideal choices for a first 
hot tub, small families, empty 
nesters, condo owners, and more. 

Optional Dedicated 
Circulation Pump
For maximum energy efficiency, 
quieter operation, and continuous 
filtration, the optional SilentFlo 
5000® circulation pump can be 
added to the SX and TX models. 
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SX TX

SX spa shown with Pearl shell TX spa shown with Pearl shell 

SX spa shown with Pearl shell,  
Coastal Gray cabinet, and Polymer step

TX spa shown with Pearl shell,  
Espresso Cabinet 

SX and TX

Color options
SX and TX models are 
available in a choice of 
three cabinet colors and 
two shell colors. 

Customer 
Rating: 4.4

Customer 
Rating: 4.4

Shells

Pearl Desert

Cabinets

EspressoCoastal 
Gray

Teak
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“The SX is the 
right size for my wife 
and me now that our 

kids are gone.” 
– SX owner

*           Includes water and 3 adults weighing  
175 lbs.each 

**       Requires a dedicated circuit supplied to the unit 
at all times. Electrical requirements  will vary 
outside the U.S. 

***   G.F.C.I. protected sub-panel required in  
30amp conversion or 220v mode Export  
models available in 230v, 50Hz, 1000w Heater

*           Includes water and 2 adults weighing  
175 lbs.each 

**       Requires a dedicated circuit supplied to the unit 
at all times. Electrical requirements  will vary 
outside the U.S. 

***   G.F.C.I. protected sub-panel required in  
30amp conversion or 220v mode Export  
models available in 230v, 50Hz, 1000w Heater

S X T X
Seating Capacity 3 adults 2 adults

Dimensions 6’ x 6’ x 33”H/1.83m x 1.83m x .84m 5’8.5” x 5’8.5” x 29”H/1.74m x 1.74m x .74m

Water Capacity 285 gallons/1,075 litres 140 gallons/525 litres

Weight 720 lbs./325 kg dry; 3,620 lbs./1,640 kg filled* 525 lbs./240 kg dry; 2.045 lbs./925 kg filled*

Lighting Blue LED light, dimmable; Splendors® 
multi-colored LED light, dimmable (Optional)

Blue LED light, dimmable; Splendors®

multi-colored LED light, dimmable (Optional)

Number of Jets 17 10

Jets 1 Moto-Massage® jet
16 Directional Precision® jets

1 Moto-Massage® jet
1 Rotary Hydromassage jet
8 Directional Precision® jets

Waterfall n/a n/a

Energy Efficiency FiberCor® Insulation; Certified to the APSP 
14 National Standard and the California 
Energy Commission

FiberCor® Insulation; Certified to the APSP 
14 National Standard and the California 
Energy Commission

Control System IQ 2020® 115v/20 amp**   (Includes G.F.C.I. 
protected power cord)or 115v/30amp***  
or 220v/50amp***, 60Hz

IQ 2020® 115v/15 amp**   (Includes G.F.C.I. 
protected power cord)or 115v/30amp***  
or 220v/50amp***, 60Hz

Heater No-Fault® 1000w/115v No-Fault® 1000w/115v

Jet Pump 1 Wavemaster® 6200; Two-speed
1.5 HP Continuous Duty, 3.2 HP Breakdown 
Torque

Wavemaster® 4200; Two-speed, 
1.0 HP Continuous Duty, 1.7 HP Breakdown 
Torque

Jet Pump 2 n/a n/a

Circulation Pump
(Optional)

SilentFlo 5000® SilentFlo 5000®

Water Care System FROG®  @ ease® In-Line                                 
Cartridge Ready

FROG®  @ ease® In-Line                                      
Cartridge Ready

Ozone System  
(Optional)

FreshWater® III Corona Discharge FreshWater® III Corona Discharge

Effective  
Filtration Area

30 sq. ft., top loading 30 sq. ft., top loading

Vinyl Cover 3” to 2” tapered, 1 lb. density foam core,
Ash, Caramel or Chestnut

3” to 2” tapered, 1 lb. density foam core,
Ash, Caramel or Chestnut

Cover Lifter  
(Optional) 

CoverCradle®, CoverCradle II, or  
Lift ‘n Glide® n/a

Steps 
(Optional)

Everwood® or Polymer 
Coastal Gray, Espresso, or Teak

Everwood® or Polymer 
Coastal Gray, Espresso, or Teak
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We are passionate about making the world’s best hot tubs and delivering 
an unparalleled ownership experience. Our hot tubs are consistently 
recognized for outstanding quality and value. Hot Spring® spas are made 
by Watkins Wellness®, an experienced team with an average employee 
tenure of more than a decade. This dedication and experience means 
unsurpassed quality, confidence and reliability for you and your family, and 
many years of enjoyment in your Hot Spring hot tub.

Your hot tub connection 
We are the only hot tub brand to sell more than one 
million spas—that means there are more Hot Spring spas in 
backyards than any other brand. In fact, some families are 
second- and third-generation owners! We are the brand of 

choice, sold in all 50 states, Canada and nearly 70 other countries. 

Watkins Wellness®, the leader in hot tub and aquatic fitness products, 
is part of MASCO Corporation, a Fortune 500 company whose family of 
quality home products includes: 

The Absolute Best Hot Tub Owership Experience®

We have earned SpaSearch Certification for providing a 
superior ownership experience every year since the award’s 
inception in 2005. 

The best hot tub retailers 
When you choose a Hot Spring spa, you choose leading-edge innovation in 
spa features and design, as well as trained professionals. Our skilled local 
retailers deliver unmatched customer care before, during and long after your 
purchase. We have the most extensive network of genuine, passionate and 
helpful retailers in the industry.

A brand you can trust 
For over 40 years, we’ve built our reputation on quality, but you don’t have 
to take our word for it. Hear from real Hot Spring owners, people just like 
you at HotSpring.com/Reviews.

Our promise to you 
Our warranty is comprehensive and straightforward, and we are proud to 
disclose it in detail. This is our pledge of quality to you.

5 Year No-Leak Shell Warranty
2 Year Shell Surface Warranty
2 Year No-Leak Plumbing Warranty
2 Year Component Warranty
2 Year No-Fault® Heater Warranty
2 Year Simulated Wood Warranty
2 Year LED Light Assembly Warranty – Tempo®, Relay® and Rhythm® Spas
1 Year LED Light Assembly Warranty – SX and TX Spas
1 Year FROG® Warranty

Read full warranty at hotspring.com/hot-tub-owners/hot-tub-warranty/hotspot
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“We researched a lot of 
different spas and this one 
has amazing reviews and 

benefits for the price! We love 
this spa and enjoy every 

moment spent in it...”
– Rhythm® owner
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installed by a licensed electrician in accordance with local codes. US Patent 6080973, 6195811, 6324707, 6381766, 6859952, 7219690, 7254847, 7698754, 6381766B1, D431297, D496107, D643538, D755401; and other 
patents pending. Model ratings based on product reviews submitted on HotSpring.com as of December 2014. For current ratings and review values visit HotSpring.com.

Cert no. XXX-XXX-XXX

We print our brochures on only Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) paper. Printed in the USA on recycled 
paper that contains 10% post-consumer waste and is FSC certified. FSC ensures that the paper in our 
brochures contains fiber from well-managed and responsibly harvested forests. Please pass this catalog 
on or recycle again.
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